Paid Writer
Job Description
We are in search of writers to work from home as private contractors to create paid
content for christoa.com.
Job type- F/T or P/T private contractor
Location- from home
Experience needed- writing and editing experience preferred
Number of positions available- undetermined
Pay- 25% Commission1
Pay platform- Direct Deposit or Check2
Pay schedule- Payments will be made on the 20th of each month3
Duration- Undetermined4
Qualifications
Minimum age- None
Should meet basic qualification for the type of writing you will do. We are looking for:
1. Story writers- writers to share their personal experiences or the experiences of
Christians around the world.
2. One science writer- someone to write well-crafted scientific articles from a truly
Biblical worldview.
3. One philosophy writer- someone to write well-crafted philosophical articles from a
truly Biblical worldview.
4. Apologetics- someone to write well-crafted apologetics articles from a truly Biblical
worldview.
Commission will consist of 25% of the amount paid to read a story or article on christoa.com. While most of the
content is free, this special content is meant to help raise money to plant churches and make disciples worldwide.
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Candidates may request an alternative payment method.

The amount sent depends on actual dollars received as a result of the number of reads. Example: If a reader
decides to pay for an article or story,
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The duration may be as long as you like or until your contract is terminated and the amount of money you receive
depends on your own work.
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5. Archaeology writer- someone to write well-crafted archaeological articles from a
truly Biblical worldview.
6. Literature writer- someone to write well-crafted articles about literature from a truly
Biblical worldview.
7. History writers- someone to write well-crafted articles about world history from a
truly Biblical worldview and people from different countries to write about local
history from a truly Biblical worldview.
Responsibilities
Writers are content creators who write, edit, and format quality material for christoa.com.
Writers have freedom to choose their own topics within their designated fields. Articles should
be well researched, cited, and written. Language should be clear, concise, and understandable.
Where more academic language is used, it should be explained for the lay person.
Writers can submit material as often as they would like. There are no deadlines.
Compensation
Since writers are paid a commission, compensation depends on the number of people
who purchase access to paid content.
Copyright Information
Writers retain ownership of their content and can publish it wherever they desire. Upon
submission of any content, writers grant Christoa Ministries, INC permission to edit, format, and
publish that content as desired with the writer’s name conspicuously displayed with that content.
Plagiarized material will not be accepted.
How to apply
Submit resume and/or letter of interest to andrewpaul@christoa.com).
Taxes
Private contractors are responsible for paying their own income tax and self-employment
tax. Withholding does not apply here.
We are looking for men and women who will work hard and be creative, honest, and fair.

*If you accept this contract position, you agree that this contract may be terminated at any time and for any reason
by you or by Christoa Ministries, INC.

